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About This Content

Face up to the toil, struggle, pain, strife and hardships of leadership in the latest expansion for Crusader Kings II.

Developed by award winning Paradox Development Studios. The latest iteration to the franchise follows in the proud tradition
of introducing defining new game elements to the narrative.

Crusader Kings II: Way of Life allows you to live life the way you like, be it as a peaceful mystic, a family man or a master of
war. Each chosen focus will tell a different tale and presents an opportunity to forge your path to success by setting your focus

and shaping the destiny of your empire.

Main features:

Set a Focus (a "way of life") for your character to give them an immediate skill boost, develop their abilities and
determine the kind of events and decisions they tend to get (there are ten of these focuses: Rulership, Business, Hunting,
War, Family, Carousing, Seduction, Intrigue, Scholarship and Theology.)

Hundreds of new events and 20 new images.

Many new diplomatic interactions (Duel, Seduce, Banish to Monastery, Break up with Lover, etc).
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expansion - crusader kings ii way of life

Still waiting for Volvo\/Mercedes Tuning Pack :(. i like the concept of the game - no loot boxes, no energy, no pay2win. i don't
like that a player still needs to grind to get resources for upgrading cards. the game is quite tough at the start but i made a
competitive deck pretty fast. read the card descriptions its very very important.. WOW ! That was painful... Bad controls, bad
everything... Amazing hidden gem!

This game is much deeper and complex than it may seems.

A mandatory purchase for all players who are still looking for difficult but rewarding challenges. 9\/10. I could enjoy this game
more if i just knew where to go and what to do. Not sure if there is a guide or help otherwise just a game on my shelf. Good
game if you know what to do.. The game was fun when it was released, but in the last 5 years the peak of players in game was
51- that was over 4 years ago.

The game was dead before it even hit a year old.. This soundtrack cost me more than the game and it's worth every cent.. The
SJW version of Super Seducer.

Pathetic.. Seems to have introduced a bug that makes the game impossible to finish, no reply from the dev for months, seems
abandoned. Otherwise could be an entertaining time waster. I found it mildly amusing.

(The bug seems to be that any stress relief purchases/items don't actually reduce your stress and you always end up in a fail
state). Game doesn't even run!
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This is the only evolution simulator that I have been able to find. It's very good at what it does. It lets you see what happens with
strange and unheard of worlds. Please note though that the game is quite rough at the edges. It has quite a few issues with
performance and its UI is a bit clunky. However, it has a large amount of functionality, and it's the best/only large scale
evolution simulator out there. The developer is quite active, and is passionate about the game.

Edit 12/27/2018: Many of the performance issues and UI have been improved upon, and multithreading is in the near
(hopefully) future. This should once again provide a large performance boost.. BELLY IS GOING TO GET YOU!!!. how do i
refund terrible game enjoeyd it as much as my new R8 revolver in csgo WHITCH NOW CRASHES MY GAME. One of the
best rpg maker games I have played, and I have played several.. quot;I'm Complex42, and this is my favorite game on Steam."
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